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succession of co-ordinated clamp/unclamp cycles of a
linear shaft held between piezo-crystal pairs.

ABSTRACT
Piezo-electric motors and actuators are routinely used
in terrestrial applications. These applications range
from rotary motors for auto-focusing mechanisms in
cameras, to micro-pump systems in medical implants.
In space applications linear actuators are used in a
variety of instruments and mechanisms. An
understanding of the behavior of such devices is
therefore imperative.
This paper presents an assessment into the performance
of three linear actuator devices of interest to the space
industry under thermal vacuum conditions performed
at ESTL. The three actuators assessed are a PI (Physik
Instrument) Nexline N110 step/walk device, a Squiggle
SQ 125 UHV-N ultrasonic motor, and a Nanomotion
FB050/HR4 actuator. Within the text, these actuators
will be referred to as the ‘Nexline’, ‘Squiggle’, and
‘Nanomotion’ devices respectively.

Figure 1. PI Nexline N110 linear piezo-actuator
It is claimed the actuator is able to hold a stable
position in power-off mode. Due to the actuator design,
the maximum clamping force is applied to the shaft
when at rest. The actuator operates without lubrication.

Each actuator shall be discussed separately, and it
should be stressed that a direct comparison between the
devices is not drawn from the testing. Testing of each
actuator is typically done through a combination of
drive force measurements, and life tests.
Table 1. Summary of the three actuators covered within
this paper, according to the manufacturers’
specifications
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Figure 2. Principle of Nexline Piezowalk linear
actuators
1.2. Test setup
The Nexline device (as well the Squiggle device) was
tested mounted vertically onto a heat exchanger which
could be heated or cooled using electrical heaters, or
through circulating fluid through drilled channels. A
piston assembly mounted in a PTFE guide was located
above the actuator, acting as a dead weight load
vertically onto the actuator output shaft. The piston was

PI (PHYSIK INSTRUMENT) NEXLINE N110

1.1. Description
The PI Nexline N110 step/walk (inchworm) device
uses piezoelectric actuators to move a shaft with ultra
high precision. Motion is generated through a
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also equipped with a Kistler load cell and, when
required, could be clamped in any position along its
stroke to allow driving against a hard stop where the
load cells would be used to measure the drive force.
This assembly was located within a vacuum chamber.
To control the device, optical switches were fitted to
the piston at the end of stroke positions. Control
software was produced to cycle the actuator such that
direction was reversed when an optical switch is
triggered. The actuator was driven in discrete steps,
and the number of steps per cycle recorded to give an
indication of the performance of the actuator. The
software was designed to stop after a set number of
cycles, or if the step count for a single cycle went
beyond a set limit. The actuator could also be manually
controlled one step at a time.

Figure 4. Drive force measurements on the Nexline
device under thermal-vacuum
1.4. Life test
Following the drive force assessment the device was
cycled in laboratory air over a 2mm stroke, whilst
supporting a dead weight load of 15N (half the rated
load). The number of steps required to complete each
upward and downward stroke was monitored. 10 cycles
in total were performed in air.
Running under these conditions required some 1,650
steps for the upward stroke (1.2µm per step), and 1,100
for the downward motion (1.8µm per step).
In-air testing was followed by cycling (again over 2mm
with a 15N deadweight) under high vacuum (<5 x 10-6
mbar). Under these conditions a steady fall-off in
performance was observed, with the step size in the
upward motion direction decreasing from 1.2µm to
0.1µm after some 120 cycles. At this time the device
required some 18,000 steps for a given stroke, an
unfeasibly long time, and the test was abandoned (Fig.
5, blue plot).

Figure 3. Rig for Squiggle (left) and Nexline
(right) device testing
The device was operated using the manufacturers’
default settings, giving a nominal step size at ambient
temperatures of 1.5µm at zero load.

The manufacturers of the device, Physik Instrument
(PI), considered this fall-off in performance under
vacuum to be a result of a change in friction between a
PEEK guiding element and the shaft, when moving
from air to vacuum. In response a prototype N110
device was provided to ESTL for further testing. This
‘modified’ device features a roller guide replacing the
PEEK pin (full details not disclosed to ESTL).

1.3. Drive force assessment
The actuator was first driven against a hard stop to
measure the maximum drive force achievable under
vacuum at different temperatures. The specification
states a minimum drive force of 30N over the
operational range +60deg.C to -20deg.C.

1.5. 'Modified' device life test
Tests demonstrated that within the temperature range
+60deg.C to -12deg.C this specified limit was
exceeded by 10 to 20N. However below -12deg.C the
device could not be operated, and showed evidence of
poor behaviour as this limit was approached (a full
2mm stroke required over 12,000 steps at -5deg.C).

This modified device was first tested in laboratory air
under identical conditions as for the original Nexline
device. The number of steps per stroke was measured
at 1,470 in the upward direction, and 1,270 in the
downward direction. These results, being similar to
those for the unmodified device, demonstrated that the
roller guide modifications made to the Nexline device
did not adversely affect the performance of the device
in air at room temperature.
The test chamber was then evacuated to <5 x 10-6 mbar,
and the device actuated at room temperature. Under
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these conditions the device ran relatively consistently
for 500 cycles, where it was stopped manually without
failure (Fig. 5, red plot). Approximately 1,400 steps
were required in the upward direction (1.4µm per step),
and 1,160 steps required in the downward direction
(1.7µm per step), having reduced slightly over the first
~100 cycles as the actuator experienced frictional
heating. This result clearly demonstrates the
improvement of the PI Nexline device with the roller
guide mechanism, under vacuum at room temperature.
Indeed, the performance of the ‘modified’ actuator
under vacuum is similar to that when running in air.

A relationship between step size and temperature for
the ‘modified’ Nexline device under vacuum was also
observed, with this relationship being approximately
linear
2.

NEWSCALE SQUIGGLE SQ-125 UHV-N

2.1. Description

Figure 7. Newscale Squiggle SQ-125 UHV-N
linear motor
The Newscale Squiggle ultrasonic motor utilises four
lead zirconate titanate (PZT) plates bonded to a
rectangular metal tube housing a matching threaded
screw. The bending motion of the piezo-crystals is
synchronised to make the tube vibrate in an orbital
manner, causing the screw to rotate and thereby
generate linear motion. As the load is supported by the
metal threads (and not the piezo-ceramics) it is claimed
that the motor has higher drive force and can withstand
higher shock loads than other piezo-electric devices.
The shaft is fitted with a hard, wear-resistant sapphire
tip. This ultra-high vacuum (UHV) model is designed
to work with no lubrication.

Figure 5. Comparison of original and modified Nexline
device running in air and vacuum loaded to 15N
1.6. Effect of temperature
The modified device was then operated for 10 cycles
each over a range of thermal conditions (-28deg.C to
+45deg.C) under vacuum, loaded to 15N.

2.2. Test setup
The Squiggle was tested using the same rig and set-up
as for the Nexline device, with a few alterations. Due
to the rotating motion of the shaft, a small amount of
Braycote 601EF grease was applied to the tip of the
shaft, with Nyebar V creep barrier applied to avoid
migration of oil into the screw.
The intended method of measuring drive force using
the Kistler load cell proved impossible with the
Squiggle. Due to the rotating motion of the shaft the
motor could not be retracted following driving against
the end stop, presumably due to insurmountable
friction between the sapphire shaft tip and the end stop.
Therefore, the drive force assessment was made
through the application of increasingly heavier weights.

Figure 6. Performance of the modified PI Nexline
device under vacuum over the temperatures -28deg.C to
+45deg.C
The device was observed to operate well within this
temperature range, with relatively little fall-off in
performance with decreasing temperature (Fig. 6). At
the coldest temperature assessed (-28deg.C)
approximately 1,750 and 1,530 steps were required in
the upward and downward directions respectively
(1.1µm and 1.3µm per step). This is in strong contract
to the unmodified Nexline device, which could not be
operated in vacuum at temperatures below -12deg.C
(Fig. 4), and required some 12,000 steps per cycle at 5deg.C.

The Squiggle motor was driven using the
manufacturer’s default settings in 100Hz burst mode in
steps of 0.1 seconds at 50% full speed. It should be
made clear that for this reason ‘step’ and ‘step size’ are
not analogous between the Squiggle and Nexline
devices.
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the test was prematurely stopped. At this point the
actuator was disassembled and inspected.

2.3. Unlubricated tests
Drive force was first assessed running the Squiggle
without lubrication, as per the manufacturer’s
instructions. Through the application of increasingly
heavier deadweights the Squiggle was demonstrated to
be capable of lifting loads up to 5N under vacuum at
room temperature (in line with the specification). It
was observed that the number of steps required to lift a
given load increased with increasing load.

Figure 10. Unworn (left) and worn (right) sections of
Squiggle shaft, taken from outside and within the 4mm
stroke region respectively

Following this the ability of the device to drive a 2.5N
load (half the rated capacity) over a range of
temperatures (-30deg.C to +50deg.C) under vacuum
was investigated. These results shown in Fig. 8 below
demonstrate the device is able to actuate under these
conditions, but that below 0deg.C the step-size varied
erratically.

Inspection revealed clear evidence of wear of the shaft
threads within the 4mm-long stroke zone. We consider
that this wear was principally the result of unlubricated
metal-on-metal sliding, creating high friction and wear
particles, resulting in the poor performance observed
under vacuum.
2.4. Liquid lubrication
The Squiggle was then solvent cleaned (to remove any
debris), re-assembled, and lubricated with 40mg of the
space oil Fomblin Z25. Brief testing (20 cycles, loaded
to 2.5N) in air demonstrated comparable step sizes to
those from the unlubricated device (Fig. 9), ranging
from 40 to 100µm.
Similar performance was observed when running under
vacuum at room temperature, demonstrating that the
presence of a small volume of Z25 oil improved the
performance of the device under vacuum, and did not
degrade the performance in air. It was also
demonstrated that varying the lubricant amount from
30mg to 180mg did not affect the performance of the
actuator in air. The effect of varying lubricant volume
under vacuum was not investigated.

Figure 8. Performance of Squiggle under vacuum
loaded with 2.5N deadweight
The device was then cycled in air over a stroke of
4mm, supporting a 2.5N deadweight. Under these
conditions the Squiggle displayed a cyclic behaviour in
the step size, ranging from 40 to 100µm with a
periodicity of around 50 cycles (Fig. 9). This behaviour
was maintained for 300 cycles.

Under vacuum, oil lubricated tests were run at
+50deg.C, +23deg.C and -20deg.C, running for 500
cycles at each temperature, with very little change in
the behaviour. The familiar periodic behaviour of the
step size was also observed at each temperature.
A drive force assessment of the oil-lubricated Squiggle
was performed (using the same method as described
previously), demonstrating the actuator is capable of
lifting 2.5N over the temperature range -28deg.C to
+45deg.C. Attempting to lift greater loads than this
caused the actuator to misbehave. In air, the actuator
was able to lift the 5N specification at ambient
temperature.

Figure 9. Repeated cycling of unlubricated Squiggle in
air, loaded to 2.5N

2.5. Solid lubrication

Following the in-air test an attempt was made to repeat
this cycling exercise in vacuum, with the same loading.
However the performance quickly became erratic,
requiring up to 500 steps per cycle (8µm per step), and

Following liquid lubrication the actuator was solvent
cleaned, and the threaded shaft lubricated with
sputtered MoS2. Low duty testing in air demonstrated
30 to 50 steps per stroke required to actuate a 2.5N
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This theory is reinforced by the observation that the
shaft showed no apparent MoS2 wear, as expected from
such low duty operation, indicating that the failure of
the device was not a result of lubrication failure.

load, demonstrating MoS2 does not adversely affect the
operating capability of the Squiggle motor. However
given the poor lubricating ability of MoS2 in air [1],
continued running in this environment is expected to
result in the generation of MoS2 debris, and a
subsequent fall-off in performance. For this reason
testing in laboratory air was strictly limited to preserve
the lifetime of the MoS2, and testing progressed to the
vacuum investigation.

3.

NANOMOTION FB050/HR4

3.1. Description
(B)

(A)

(C)

Figure 13. Nanomotion FB050/HR4 linear
actuator showing; (A) the piezo motor, (B) the
linear stage, and (C) the optical encoder

Figure 11. Performance of MoS2 lubricated Squiggle
actuator, loaded to 2.5N, under vacuum at +23deg.C.
Anomalous low results are believed to be caused by the
direction of motion being reversed in error.

The Nanomotion device comprises a motor (HR4),
driving a linear sliding stage (FB050-020-0.1M4),
supported on crossed roller bearings lubricated with
Z25 for these tests. The driver itself consists of a small
ceramic finger, which is piezoelectrically excited to
move in an elliptical path (Fig. 14). The ceramic finger
is loaded against an alumina strip attached to the stage,
and a driving force exerted, creating motion. When a
driving force is not applied, the loading of the ceramic
finger onto the alumina strip maintains a holding
torque onto the stage.

A life test of the MoS2 lubricated actuator was
performed under high vacuum (<5 x 10-6 mbar), at
+23deg.C, loaded to 2.5N. Under these conditions the
actuator required some 40 to 80 steps to complete each
stroke (50µm to 100µm per step), comparable to oil
lubrication under vacuum. Of note was the fact that the
strong periodic behavior of the Squiggle was not as
prominent with MoS2 lubrication.
At 183 cycles the actuator software tripped out at 500
steps per stroke, and the motor could not be moved in
either direction. Upon inspection of the item, damage
was observed to the ceramic mounting ring of the
device (used to mount the Squiggle within the heat
exchanger), and a lower non-threaded guide washer
was found detached from the item. It is thought that the
detachment of the lower guide washer caused severe
rotational oscillations of the shaft, causing the damage
to the mounting washer, resulting in the dramatic falloff in performance of the actuator.

Figure 14. Motion of piezoelectric pin, and
resulting stage motion of HR4 motor (note HR4
has four ceramic pins, rather than a single pin
shown here
It is claimed that this breaking arrangement results in
no positional shift or hysteresis of the actuator. The
actuator was supplied to ESTL for testing complete
with a Renishaw 0.1µm resolution optical linear
encoder for in-situ position control.

Figure 12. MoS2 lubricated Squiggle device before
(left) and after (right) testing under vacuum. Note
the damage to the ceramic mounting washer, and
the detached lower guide washer

Such devices have been proposed for space
applications in the US e.g. for driving a translation
mechanism on a Fourier Transform Spectrometer
(FTS) [2].
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3.2. Test setup
A separate test rig was designed and built for testing
the Nanomotion device. The actuator was mounted in a
vertical arrangement onto a solid aluminium support
bracket, held directly onto the heat exchanger (Fig. 15).
An L-shaped bracket was attached to the actuator stage,
allowing the application of a dead weight load directly
over the bearing axis. The lower surface of the L-plate
features a hemispherically ended nylon screw to allow
a point contact against the load cell fixed to the bottom
of the support bracket.
Figure 16. Drive force assessment under vacuum,
demonstrating the peak force (18.4N) and the mean
force (15.5N).

For drive force assessments the dead-weight was
removed, and the actuator driven briefly against the
load cell. For the life test the load cell and nylon pin
were removed, allowing the actuator to perform a full
stroke without contacting a dead stop.

Fig. 17 below shows these two force measurements
against the temperature range -20deg.C to +50deg.C
under vacuum, with each point being the mean of the
three tests performed at that temperature. These results
demonstrate that the actuator performs with the greatest
drive force around room temperature under vacuum,
with reduced performance at higher and lower
temperatures.

Figure 15. Test rig for Nanomotion device, showing
lower (left) and upper (right) stroke limits
The device was operated in ‘JOG’ mode using the
supplied Nanomotion software, operated through a
Labview control program. End-of-stroke limits were
assessed via the optical encoder.
Although the specified temperature range of the
Nanomotion device is given as 0 to +50deg.C, ESTL
was informed by the manufacturers that lower
temperature operation is possible. This is achieved by
employing separate driving hardware when actuating
below 0deg.C. This second driver includes an
additional mode (predominantly there to overcome the
initial stiction in the axis) which can be employed to
provide some ‘self heating’ of the motor in low
temperature applications. These drive modes known as
AB1a ‘original’, and AB5 ‘self-heating’, were directly
compared at the lower temperatures.

Figure 17. Drive force measurements of Nanomotion
device at -20deg.C to +50deg.C. The actuator could not
be operated below -30deg.C
Mean drive forces ranged from 10.7N at +50deg.C, to
14.7N at +23deg.C, down to 9.2N at -20deg.C. At
temperatures below -20deg.C the actuator could not be
operated reliably. Attempted movement resulted in
uncontrollable actuation, with the stage bearings hitting
their end-stop with an audible noise. The reason for
this uncontrollable movement is believed to be caused
by a high signal error output from the Renishaw linear
encoder. It is thought that this error is a result of
physical distortion of the actuator caused by the
temperature gradient. This theory is reinforced by the
observation of reduced signal strength of the encoder at
higher temperatures.

3.3. Drive force assessment (AB1a)
Three drive force assessments were made at each
temperature under vacuum, driving the actuator against
the lower end stop for ~4 second per test. The actuator
speed was held at 0.2mm/s. This method gave force
profiles displaying an initial peak, followed by a
progressive drop-off in their performance (Fig. 16).
From this, two drive force readings were generated
from each test, a ‘peak’ and a ‘mean’ reading.

It was also observed that at a given temperature the
drive force (both peak and mean) reduced with each
subsequent measurement. This is interpreted as a drop-
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off in performance of the actuator with sustained
running.

the down direction produced 4 cycles total, before the
decision was made to halt testing.

3.4. AB5 'self-heating' drive mode

To rule out the possibility of a poorly-performing
actuator, the Nanomotion device was then run in
laboratory air at +23deg.C. Under these conditions the
actuator ran for 290 cycles without failure before being
stopped by the test operator.

All the above measurements relate to the AB1a
‘original’ driver. For comparison, the actuator was also
driven using the AB5 ‘self-heating’ mode below
0deg.C.

3.6. Inspection

Table 2. Comparison of Nanomotion actuation modes
Temp.
-10deg.C
-20deg.C
-30deg.C

AB1a ‘original’
Peak (N)
Mean (N)
11.7
11.0
9.5
9.2
Could not actuate

Following the life-tests the actuator was disassembled,
and inspected, giving particular attention to the ceramic
strip on the stage. The inspection revealed two tracks
along the length of the ceramic strip, in line with the
ceramic pins of the motor, of a very shallow depth
(~0.1µm). Light material wear was observed pushed
aside from the tracks (visible in Fig. 18 below),
suspected to be ceramic debris, with a build-up of nonloose darker material at the ends of stroke. Similar dark
material and faint scratching was found on the motor
pin tips. The nature of this dark material is not clear,
though is not believed to be degraded Z25, migrated
from the bearings, due to the length of operation of the
actuator and the materials appearance.

AB5 ‘self-heating’
Peak (N)
Mean (N)
15.2
14.6
10.7
11.1
Could not actuate

From this we find that the performance of the actuator
is markedly better when operating with the AB5 ‘selfheating’ mode at -10deg.C. However the actuator
performed inconsistently in this mode, with a wide
range of drive force values being given with repeated
measurements. In addition the actuator occasionally
became stuck and could not be raised from the end-stop
using the AB5 drive mode at -20deg.C. Neither
actuator mode could operate at -30deg.C.
3.5. Life tests
Following the drive force assessment the actuator was
subjected to continuous running under vacuum, loaded
to 8N (half the rated maximum load) for the full 20mm
stroke, over a range of temperatures, at 1mm/s.
Actuation was in the ‘up’ direction for the first cycle,
and carried out in AB1a mode. Vacuum was broken
between each temperature test to visually inspect the
actuator. A summary is presented below.
Table 3. Life test results of the Nanomotion
FB050/HR4 actuator
Environment

Temperature

Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum
Laboratory air

+23deg.C
+40deg.C
-10deg.C
+23deg.C

Figure 18. Detail of ceramic strip, showing evidence of
wear track and deposited material

Cycles before
failure
66 (+)
13
4
290+

4.

CONCLUSIONS

PI Nexline N110

At +23deg.C the actuator operated well for 66 cycles
before failure. The actuator was allowed to dwell under
vacuum for 1-hour, at which point movement was
restarted. After a subsequent 8.5 cycles the actuator
jammed again in a similar position. The actuator was
then left to dwell for 16-hours, and upon restarting
completed a further 4.5 cycles before jamming a third
time. From this point the actuator could only be
actuated downwards, and the test abandoned. At
+40deg.C the actuator performed well for 13 cycles,
before freezing ~0.2mm from the top end of stroke. No
attempt was made to restart the motor following a
dwell. At -10deg.C the actuator jammed immediately,
without reaching the top of stroke. Multiple restarts in

The unmodified PI Nexline device displayed a
progressive and debilitating fall-off in performance
when operating under vacuum, and proved inoperable
below -12deg.C. Above this temperature the drive
force exceeded the specification.
Modifications made to the device by the manufacturers
markedly improved this performance, with good
performance maintained for 500 cycles under vacuum
at room temperature, and successful actuation carried
out down to -28deg.C.
Squiggle SQ-125 UHV-N
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When running without lubrication the Squiggle device
demonstrated a lifting load of 2.5N under vacuum over
the temperature range -30deg.C to +50deg.C. However
continued running under vacuum without lubrication
resulted in erratic behaviour, and wear of the threaded
shaft.
Oil lubrication restored the functionality of the device
under vacuum, over the temperature range -28deg.C to
+45deg.C, and did not adversely affect the performance
in air.
Assessment of the device with dry lubrication is
complicated due to the damage suffered by the actuator
during testing. However, prior to failure the
performance of the actuator was encouraging.
Nanomotion FB050/HR4
The Nanomotion device displayed sensitivity to
temperature under vacuum, with the best performance
achieved around room temperature. The device also
showed evidence of a reduction in maximum drive
force with subsequent actuations under vacuum.
Though operation of the AB5 ‘self-heating’ mode did
yield greater drive forces at reduced temperatures, the
behavior of the actuator in this mode was somewhat
erratic. Issues were also encountered with the supplied
optical encoder, thought to be caused by thermal
changes during testing,
5.
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